I. INTRODUCTION
A significant part of technological processes in industrial practice has a stochastic character. Traditional controllers with fixed parameters are often unsuitable for such processes, because parameters of the process vary in time and control can not be optimal. A possible method for control of systems with variable parameters is adaptive control using self -tuning controllers [1] . Another wide range of processes belong to a class of nonlinear systems. A nonlinear dynamic behaviour often causes conventional control methods to be unsatisfactory. This problem can be also solved by using self -tuning control. Self -tuning controllers are based on recursive identification of an unknown process on the basis of input and output variables and consequent synthesis of a controller. This approach had beginning in [2] where a special -purpose computer for an identification of parameters of a linear model with subsequent computation of a control law based on minimization of the quadratic criterion was proposed. The part of the recursive identification is as important as the part of a synthesis of a controller. For purposes of the adaptive control only those methods of identification are interesting, which are realizable in real -time.
In this paper, application of one approach to recursive identification of continuous -time system parameters is presented. Since input and output derivatives of a system can not be directly measured, the differential filters and filtered variables are established to substitute primary variables. This approach is described in detail in [3] , [4] , [5] . The filtered variables are then used in the recursive identification procedure, where the classical recursive least squares method is used to identify the parameters.
Whilst methods of design and applications of discrete self tuning controllers are frequently presented in literature, for example [6] , self -tuning control of continuous -time systems is not widespread and there still is not much experience with continuous -time system parameter estimation. Limitations during control of systems with fast dynamics when discrete models with small sampling periods have poor numerical attributes are mostly solved using delta models [7] . An alternative solution is using of the method applied in this paper when a continuous time model is recursively estimated and design of a controller is performed in the continuous -time domain. This approach enables fast sampling. The value of the sampling period is then dependant only on capabilities of used hardware and software. The used software must enable realization of filters by differential equations. A continuous time self -tuning controller with 2dof (two degree of freedom) configuration, when a controller contains both feedback and feedforward parts [8] , was implemented for real -time control of a model of interconnected tanks. The model is a nonlinear system with variable parameters. The results of control were compared to results obtained with an analogical self -tuning discrete controller. Design of the controllers was based on polynomial methods [9] .
II. DESIGN OF CONTROLLERS
A model of the controlled system is supposed to be expressed by a transfer function
where q = s for a continuous -time system and q = z -1 for a discrete system A model of the second order which is widely applied in practice and has proved to be effective for control of a range of various processes was chosen for description of dynamic behaviour of the further described system of interconnected tanks in the neighbourhood of a steady state. The polynomials a and b have the following forms in case of the continuous-time model 
and difference equation of the discrete system by
The 2dof configuration of the closed loop with both feedback and feedforward parts was chosen. It is depicted in Fig. 1 . Fig. 1 . The 2dof control system configuration.
The basic general requirements on the control system are:
• Internal properness and stability of the control system • Asymptotic tracking of a reference
The controller has two parts: a feedback part and a feedforward part. The feedback part is defined as
and the feed -forward part as
Where q,p and r,p are coprime polynomials. The reference signal can be also described as a ratio of two polynomials
For particular signals in the control loop can be derived following expressions in the complex domain (operator q will be omitted from some expressions for the purpose of simplification):
Controlled variable:
Control error:
Manipulated variable:
Stability of the closed loop is ensured by the feedback controller Q by solving equation
where d is a stable desired polynomial. Its poles are the ruling factors for the behaviour of the closed loop system. Internal properness is ensured when the following conditions are fulfilled: deg q ≤ deg p deg r ≤ deg p To fulfill the requirement on the asymptotic tracking the denominator of the reference signal must be eliminated from the expression for the permanent control error.
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From the expression (13) it is obvious that the adequate condition of the asymptotic tracking is divisibility of the polynomial d -br by the polynomial f w . The following Diophantine equation must be then fulfilled
where t is an unknown additional polynomial. The resulting controller is given by solution of two Diophantine equations:
Further it is necessary to determine degrees of particular polynomials. Relations for their computation are given by the requirement so that number of unknown controller's parameters and number of algebraic equations resulting from the Diophantine equations are equal. The requirement on the properness of the controller must be also fulfilled.
A. Design of Continuous Time Controller
The reference was considered to be from a class of step and ramp signals. 
Degrees of the particular polynomials are derived according to expressions (16) and (17).
The polynomials then take following forms: 
The sets of algebraic equations with unknown controller's parameters are as follows 
III. SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

A. Identification of Discrete Model
The recursive least squares method was used as the basis of our algorithm. We can consider a stochastic process described by an ARX model in the form ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (28) where e s is an un-measurable random component.
Vector of parameters is defined as
and the regression vector is
The aim of the identification is a recursive estimation of unknown model parameters Θ on the basis of the inputs and the outputs considering the time moment k, {y(i), 
where
Tracking of slow changes of the parameters, which is relevant owing to the control of the system of interconnected tanks (nonlinear system with variable parameters), can be achieved by application of exponential forgetting. This technique ensues from the assumption that new data describes the dynamics of an object better than older data, which are multiplied by smaller weighting coefficients. Then we minimize a modified criterion is the exponential forgetting factor. In case that the identified plant is insufficiently activated -it means that the input and output signals are steady (this situation is typical for closed control systems), the exponential forgetting factor can cause numerical instability of the identification algorithm. A possible solution of this problem is application of the adaptive directional forgetting [10] . This technique changes the forgetting factor according to the level of information in the data. In the examples described bellow, the recursive least squares method supported by directional forgetting was applied.
In this case, the vector of parameters is actualised according to the following recursive expression ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
where ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
is an auxiliary scalar and ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
is a prediction error. If ξ(t k ) > 0, then the square covariance matrix C is actualised according to following expression ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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The directional forgetting factor is computed in each sampling period according to the expression
are auxiliary variables.
B. Identification of Continuous-Time Model
It is not possible to measure directly input and output derivatives of a system in case of continuous -time control loop. One of the possible approaches to this problem is establishing of filters and filtered variables to substitute the primary variables. This approach is described in detail in [3] , [4] , [5] . The filtered variables are then used in the recursive identification procedure.
Let us consider a linear continuous -time ARX model in a form of differential equation
where n(t) is a random continuous -time variable and σ is the derivative operator. After the Laplace transform we obtain
where the polynomial o 1 represents the Laplace transform of initial conditions. The output of the system is than given as
In order to obtain approximations of derivatives of the continuous -time variables it is necessary to establish filters using differential equations
where ) (σ c is a stable polynomial and u f is a filtered input and y f is a filtered output. After the Laplace transform we obtain
where o 2 (s) is a polynomial of initial conditions for the filtered input and o 3 (s) is a polynomial of initial conditions for the filtered output. The degree of the polynomial c must be greater or equal to the degree of the polynomial a (deg
c(s)> deg a(s)). It is profitable to choose deg c(s) = deg a(s)
(the lower is the degree of the polynomial c, the faster is the dynamics of the filter). Time constants of the filters must be lower than time constants of the plant. A right choice of the filter's constants makes convergence of the parameters faster.
After substitution of the filtered variables to the equation (43) 
Expression (49) proves that the transfer behaviour between the filtered and between the non -filtered variables is equivalent. Different are only initial conditions for the filtered and original variables. This fact enables to employ the filtered variables for the model parameter estimation.
After transformation to the time domain we obtain the following equation
The filtered variables are taken in discrete time intervals t k =kT s , k = 0,1,2, …, where T s is the sampling period. The equation (51) can be modified to the form suitable for the model parameters estimation 
The parameters of the model are estimated by the recursive method described in the previous section according to expressions (34) -(41). For the considered continuous -time model given by expressions (2) and (4) the equation (51) takes following form
The regression vector and the vector of parameters are
Considering the order of the system, the filters for both 
C. Comparison of Control Performance Using Summing Criteria
The performances of both controllers were compared by means of control quality criteria, which are the sum of powers of tracking errors and the sum of increments of manipulated variables (both sums are related to the number of samples). In case of the continuous -time control the values were taken in discrete time intervals corresponding to sampling of the discrete control (T v =2s). The Table 1 contains values of the criteria for the entire period of the experiments including the initial part of the parameters estimation. The Table 2 contains values obtained after the parameters fixation Continuous -time adaptive controller was implemented for control of liquid level of interconnected tanks. The continuous -time model of the controlled system was recursively estimated and design of the controller was performed in the continuous -time domain. This approach enables fast sampling. The value of the sampling period is then dependant only on capabilities of the used hardware and software. The used software must enable realization of filters by differential equations. The applied controller was compared to an analogical discrete controller.
Performances of the discrete and continuous -time controllers were comparable. According to the chosen control quality criteria slightly better performed the continuous -time controller. On the other hand, experimental tuning of the continuous -time controller was more complicated. It was rather difficult to find experimentally a suitable conjunction of the tuning parameters. Adjustable parameters are poles of the characteristic polynomial, constants of the filters and the sampling periods. There is a lack of clear theory relating to the closed loop behavior to design parameters. Control courses were rather sensitive to changes of the parameters. The described method of continuous -time models parameters estimation proved to be effective. A right choice of the filter's constants and the sampling period improves convergence of the parameters. The method is suitable for the identification part of continuous -time self -tuning controllers.
